
CHIPMUNK-TO-OTTER 
MOVING UP CEREMONY

Chipmunks sit around the log, with Timberwolves and Pathfinders in a half circle on 
one side, Otters on the other (creating one large circle with Chipmunks in the middle).

Each Chipmunk has found an acorn on the ground or a sweet gum tree ball. 

The GSM or Otter Leader has spoken with 4 mature Otters and prepared them to 
guide a Chipmunk who is moving up to the Otter Raft. 

CHIPMUNKS: (sing to the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle”) Chipmunks, Chipmunks in our 
tree. Exploring all that we can see. Up & down our branch we run. Sharing nuts is so 
much fun. Chipmunks, Chipmunks, in our tree. Exploring all that we can see.

GSM: Welcome, Chipmunks new and old. Chipmunks, chipmunks, what do you eat?

CHIPMUNK SCURRY: Nuts & Berries and a little treat!

GSM: We are happy to be with all of you today. For now, lets welcome our newest 
Chipmunks to our group by sharing Chipmunk sign and our motto. All together…

CHIPMUNK SCURRY: Share and prepare!

GSM: We have something very special happening today. Some of our clever and cute 
Chipmunks are going to be joining the Otter Raft. Piper, Spencer, Jasper, Elin, please 
stand. The Chipmunk law says, “The chipmunk explores the world.” From now on, you 
scouts will explore the world as Otters. Will my Otter helpers please step to the center of 
the circle?

Four Otters will come to the Chipmunk circle. Each Otter will take one “graduating” 
Chipmunk by the hand when that Chipmunk’s name is called.

GSM or CHIPMUNK WRANGLER: Chipmunks, are you ready to scurry up to the Otter
Raft? 

CHIPMUNKS: Yes!

GSM or CPW: Chipmunk (Name), please place your acorn on the log, take a walk 
around the Chipmunk circle and join the Otter Raft. Otter (Name) will walk with you. 

The Chipmunk Leader will call each child by name to walk in a circle, accompanied 
by an Otter, and join the Otters. Use arm motions to guide them where to walk. An 
Otter leader will greet each Chipmunk graduate with a red hat.



GSM: Otters, lets greet our new friends by singing the Cedar Log Song.

OTTER RAFT: Here we sit like Otters on a cedar log, otters on a cedar log, otters on a 
cedar log. Here we sit like otters on a cedar log, waiting for the fun to start. Waiting for 
the fun to start, waiting for the fun to start. Here we sit like Otters on a cedar log, waiting 
for the fun to start! Yea!

GSM: Scout group, lets give a rumble (clapping our hands on our legs or the ground) 
before we go enjoy some activities!


